
whom 8% developed major depressive illness during the
year before the interview.12 After controlling for gender and
family history of depression multivariate analysis indicated
the importance of both job factors (lack of intrinsic rewards,
conflict at work, and unclear job responsibilities) and home
factors (marital strain and psychiatric disorder in spouse).
Of the work environment the authors wrote, "Prevention
and lasting remediation are most likely to result from
bringing about positive changes in the cultural patterns
characterising the business world. Such changes might
attempt to strike a better balance between narrowly defined
economic interests of the firm and broader humanistic
concern for the mental and emotional needs of workers and
their families."
With the current changes occurring in the NHS it is

appropriate to consider whether similar factors affect its
workforce-2 1 million days are apparently lost each year
through mental disorders.' Radiographers, dentists, nurses,
and doctors all feature in the top 14 jobs with a raised
standardised mortality for suicide. It is less well recognised
that the standardised mortality ratio for doctors' spouses is
275.5 Most other research has concerned the doctors
themselves.

Surveys with the general health questionnaire have shown
alarmingly high scores among junior house officers: 50%
showed emotional distress, 28% had scores indicating
possible depressive illness, and 6% had thoughts of suicide."
The stressors most closely correlated with these symptoms
included overwork, effect of work on personal life, relation-
ship with consultant, and clinical decision making.

Stresses documented in general practitioners include
night calls, emergencies during surgery hours, and interrup-
tion of family life.'4 In this context clearly the separation of
"job" and "home" stressors is artificial, and future studies
need a comprehensive assessment ofboth.

Fortunately, the US employee assistance programmes
and a recent scheme in the Post Office have shown the
financial benefits of providing help for those experiencing
stress at work, which should encourage the adoption of such
schemes by large employers such as the NHS.' The recent
research commissioned by the Department of Health on
stress and the NHS workforce should identify more clearly
than hitherto the job stresses at all employment grades, with
a view to identifying where the work environment needs to
be changed and where the adoption of employee assistance
schemes might be most cost effective.

FRANCIS CREED
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University Department of Psychiatry,
Manchester Royal Infirmary,
Manchester M13 9WL
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"Selfreferral": a potential conflict ofinterest

The GMC shouldproduce tighter guidelines

The break up of the NHS into discrete independent units
has produced more entrepreneurial activity in an attempt to
increase patient flows and "profit." A government that
encourages commercialism in medicine should not be
surprised to see comments in the medical press such as
"Shares in laser centre selling fast"' and comments like "GP
fundholders are channelling 43% of their inpatient work
through their own limited companies."2

In private practice the relation between an episode of care
and the fee that it attracts should be crystal clear to the
patient. But this may become obscured when a doctor owns
part of a facility and refers patients to it, thus increasing
profit, without the patient being aware of a potential conflict
of interest. Experience of this "self referral" is greater in the
United States. In Florida one study showed that over 40% of
doctors directly providing care had financial interests in
health care businesses to which they could refer their
patients for services, a large proportion of these being
diagnostic imaging centres.3

Self referral significantly increases the costs of health care.
A Californian study showed that doctors who referred
patients to facilities that they owned initiated phystcal
treatments 2'3 times more often than doctors who referrdd
patients to independent facilities; for the self referral group

the total cost of psychiatric evaluation per case was 26%
higher. Of magnetic resonance imaging scans requested by
self referring doctors, 38% were clinically inappropriate
compared with 28% of scans requested by doctors without a
financial stake in the imaging centre.4 Another American
study found that doctors who used imaging equipment in
their offices obtained investigations 4-5 times more often
than doctors referring through a radiologist and, as self
referring doctors charged more, the total bill was up to 7-5
times higher.5

Responding to this and other information,'9 the council
on ethical and judicial affairs of the American Medical
Association has published detailed guidelines.'0 These state
that doctors should disclose any relevant financial interests
to patients when referring them. Patients should be given a
list of alternative facilities and be assured that choosing one
in which the doctor has no financial interest will not affect
their medical care. Financial interests also have to be
disclosed to a third party payer.

In Britain the General Medical Council has stated that
"where doctors have a financial interest in an organisation to
which they propose to refer a patient for admission or
treatment, whether by reason of a capital investment or a
remunerative position, they should always disclose that they
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have such an interest before making the referral."" Does this
happen in practice?

Occasions arise when doctors can provide privately ser-
vices that the NHS cannot fund, but comprehensive
guidelines are needed for these because of the ethical issues
that they raise. In view of the changing nature of medical
practice in Britain the General Medical Council should
assess the effectiveness of its current recommendation and
consider updating it along the lines of the American model.
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Does cimetidine cause weight loss?

Confounded expectations result in a conflict ofevidence that is simply baffling

The ideal topic for a young researcher is one in which recent
publications in peer reviewed journals have come to mutually
incompatible conclusions. The tyro researcher is then pre-
sented with a ready made protocol and an expectation that a
replication ofthe study will support paperA and refute B, orvice
versa, or (more probably) reach an intermediate conclusion
which throws some light on the reason for the conflict in
results. Such a situation arises in this issue of the BM7.

Paper A, by St0a-Birketvedt on p 1091, reported the
outcome in 30 overweight subjects given 200 mg cimetidine as
a suspension three times a day 30 minutes before meals,
together with a fibre supplemented diet designed to supply
5MJ (1200 kcal)/day and 30 well matched controls given the
same diet but a placebo suspension. The mean (SD) weight
loss over the next eight weeks was 9 5 (2 1) kg in the treated
group but only 2-2 (1 3) kg among the controls.' Paper B,
however, by Rasmussen et al on p 1093, reports a replication
of the study in paper A, in which the authors found no
significant difference in weight loss between the cimetidine
and placebo groups (5-7 kg and 5 9 kg respectively).2 Paper B
suggests that the results in A may have arisen because the
subjects were not really blind to the medication taken: this
may be so, but it does not resolve the problem. A mean loss of
9*5 kg in eight weeks is a remarkably good result, and if such
weight loss could be achieved by simply telling patients they
were on cimetidine that would be a therapeutic triumph.

In this situation an experienced editor may suspect that
there is something wrong with the experimental data, but Dr
St0a-Birketvedt has been commendably frank and generous in
making the raw data available for examination. (The data and
the patients have also been re-examined by a committee at
Oslo University and confirmed to be accurate.) The results
are correctly calculated and do not arise as a result of selective
attrition. Papers about the treatment of obesity often fail to
take account of the fact that the mean weight given for a group
of patients at different points in time may refer to an ever
diminishing cohort. As less successful weight losers drop out

there is a false appearance of continuing weight loss in the
group. Paper A started and finished with 30 patients in each
group, so selective attrition cannot explain these findings.
The individual data on which paper A is based show a

remarkable uniformity of weight loss between individuals in
each treatment group and also within individuals from week
to week. Both features are hard to explain. Among groups of
overweight people weight loss is usually more rapid in the first
week of dieting than subsequently, probably because naive
dieters lose glycogen stores with associated water first during
the dieting period, and more energy dense fatty tissue later.3
This effect is seen in the results of paper B, but not paper A,
in which the mean weight loss was the same in the first two
weeks of cimetidine as in the last two weeks. Another
expected effect not seen in the results of paper A is that
individuals with a higher initial weight show a greater weight
loss than those with a lower initial weight. The mean weight
loss in the five heaviest people, who initially weighed more
than 90 kg, was only 0 5 kg greater than that in people who
initially weighed less than 70 kg, whereas a difference of at
least 2 kg in weight loss would be expected. Finally, the
absolute weight loss among the cimetidine group in paper A is
surprisingly high, and that of the control group surprisingly
low, while the mean 5-8 kg loss in eight weeks in paper B is
what might be expected in well supervised subjects with an
initial body mass index (weight (kg)/height (m)2) of 34 and a
diet designed to supply 5MJ/day. It remains baffling that
cimetidine and placebo should have such different effects in
Norway and Denmark.
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